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ABSTRACT
The ERAU Makerspace is a collaborative space for students, faculty, industries, and
members of the local community to explore additive manufacturing, 3D scanning, and
VR/AR. The purpose of this study is to learn how to best utilize VR/AR for engineering.
We chose to do an embedded case study to analyze time and resource investments of each
project. Our six cases are the project requests we have received from various clients as
well as internal research and development projects. We feel these cases are insightful
because they represent the current needs for VR/AR in university and industry settings.
The three completed cases are a vehicle dynamics simulation which took two months, an
architectural visualization program that took two weeks, and a flight simulator
presentation for Northrop Grumman that took one month. The three ongoing cases are a
VR teleoperated robotic arm, a 3D projector as a teaching aid for multivariable calculus,
and an Android mobile application for the EGR 120 poster competition that will display
an interactive AR CATIA representation. When the investigation is complete, educational
institutions and industries will be able to utilize VR/AR platforms more efficiently as an
engineering tool.
BACKGROUND
About our lab: Our lab provides access to 3D printing as well as access to virtual and
augmented reality systems. The VR department assists students and faculty with
implementing their research on VR and AR devices. The VR department also conducts its
own research and development of VR/AR software and hardware.
Hardware: zSpace, HoloLens, HP Sprout, In-House Customizable VR/AR Devices
Programming Environments: Visual Studios, Unity Engine
CAD Software: Autodesk, CATIA V5-6, Solid Works, Blender
Languages/API: C#, C/C++, OpenGL, Arduino, MATLAB
CASE 1: Vehicle Dynamics Simulation
Status: Completed
Direct Costs: zSpace
Time Costs: 2 months
Notes: This project interfaced with a MATLAB vehicle dynamics simulation written by Dr.
Compere. His program finds the best route around a track and outputs the gas, breaks, and
steering inputs required to drive that route. We built a VR simulation of the drivers perspective
so that a driver train by watching the simulation.
CASE 2: Architectural Visualization
Status: Completed
Direct Costs: zSpace or HoloLens
Time Costs: 2 weeks
Notes: This was created in anticipation of future requests. We created a program that uses
keyboard and mouse inputs to move and look around on the zSpace 3D computer. On the
HoloLens, the user can look and walk freely in the virtual environment. When architectural
models are loaded into the environment, the user can navigate the structure. This can be useful
for spotting design mistakes before construction has started to avoid potentially costly change
orders. The model shown was uploaded to sketchfab by Kerkstra Precast.
CASE 4: Teleoperated Robotic Arm
Status: Ongoing
Direct Costs: zSpace
Time Costs: > 2 months
Notes: This project interfaces our Unity VR environment with an Arduino controlled desktop
robotic arm via USB. Using real-time sensor feedback, we should be able to control the arm
accurately. Eventually we will replace the USB connection with a Wi-Fi connection so the arm
can be controlled from anywhere in the world with internet access.
CASE 5: 3D Projector Teaching Aid
Status: Ongoing
Direct Costs: zSpace
Time Costs: > 1 month
Notes: We are planning to work with CTLE and the math department next semester on utilizing
VR in the classroom. We plan on using a 3D projector to help students visualize 3D problems.
Dr. Spradlin volunteered to test our projector and software on his multivariable calculus class.
We will create a 3D graphing program with animations for operations on 3D surfaces. We will
utilize exit polling and compare the results with sections that did not utilize the projector to help
measure the usefulness of the projector.
CASE 3: Flight Simulator
Status: Completed
Direct Costs: zSpace
Time Costs: 1 months
Notes: We created a flight simulator that we presented to Northrop Grumman. We coded the
aerodynamics from scratch. It was tested by 4 pilots who agreed the simulation responded
realistically and executed maneuvers properly.
CASE 6: Android AR CAD Display
Status: Ongoing
Direct Costs: zSpace
Time Costs: > 1 month
Notes: Dr. Pembridge asked us to make an Android mobile application for the EGR 120 poster
competition. The app will display an interactive AR CATIA representation over a QR code on
the poster table. The user will be able to toggle the visibility of parts in the assembly. We
successfully imported a CATIA file into unity and are currently working on making the part
accessible from the QR code.
CONCLUSION
As our lab continues to get requests, we will continue to document the direct costs and
time costs of new cases. Although our investigation is not complete, the data from our
cases will help educational institutions, industries, as well as or clients make better
decisions about utilizing VR/AR such as which platforms to work on and how to apply
them. Based on the results so far, simulators seem to be the highest demand. The first three
requests were simulations and they have been faster to build than other projects. When
more cases have been studied, we will be able to draw conclusions about which platforms
are better for which tasks.
